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英文 
(C)1. Operation PUSH, founded in 1971 by the Reverend Jesse Jackson, provides educational assistance to  

A                                                   B 
children live in economically depressed communities. 

C                            D 
(D)2. Industrial management is the aspect of business management that was most prominent in the United  

A                     B       C                  D 
States for the past eighty years. 

(C)3. Sharing corporate stocks with employees can be an effective way to promote harmonious, efficiency,  
A                       B                                       C 

and equitability in the workplace. 
D 

(B)4. Tons of boulders were leaved scattered by glacicers all over what was to become the New England  
A                 B                        C 

landscape. 
D 

(B)5. The way of reasoning where by people do conclusions by logical inference from given premises is  
A                  B               C                 D 

called the deductive method. 
(A)6. Earlier or later, all lakes are influenced by eutrophication, a process in which lake sediment lowers    

A                        B 
the depth of the water and drains oxygen from it. 

C                              D 
(D)7. Jekyll Island has been one of Georgia’s state parks in 1954. 

A             B   C  D 
(C)8. Helen Vendler’s essays present key insights into and vital analyses the works of major British and  

A          B                 C             D 
American authors. 

(D)9. Bells are frequently made from bronze, an alloy of approximately three part copper and one part tin. 
A             B          C               D 

(C)10. Some small magazines are put out by two or three persons, but the big, general publication are  
A                   B                                          C 

tremendously complicated operations. 
D 

(A)11. The leaves of the yucca are usually point, stiff, and narrow, with sawlike or fibrous edges. 
A            B    C                  D 

(D)12. Documentary evidence indicates that portraiture became an established art from in the Hudson valley  
A                B                            C 

region around the 1660. 
D 

(D)13. Mary Cassatt specialized         mothers with their children. 
(A) painted   (B) who painted   (C) paintings   (D) in painting 

(D)14. Gorillas are quiet animals,         they are able to make about twenty different sounds. 
(A) how   (B) in spite of   (C) because of   (D) even though 

(A)15. From 1946 to 1949,         William Henry Hastie served as governor of the Virgin Island. 
(A) the lawyer   (B) he was the lawyer   (C) the lawyer who   (D) was the lawyer 
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(C)16. _______ struck, a tuning fork produces an almost pure tone, retaining its pitch over a long period of 
time. 
(A) When is it   (B) One is   (C) When it is   (D) Is one 

(B)17. _______ one time, Manchester, New Hampshire, was the home of the most productive cotton mills in 
the world. 
(A) On   (B) At   (C) By   (D) To 

(D)18. The edible tube mushroom _______ a cushionlike, moist cap that is light brown or darkish red. 
(A) Which has   (B) to have   (C) having   (D) has 

(A)19. In 1961 the entertainer Chubby Checker introduced a _______ to New York’s rock’n’roll fans. 
(A) new dance, the twist (B) twist, was the new dance 
(C) twist, the new dance that (D) new dance is the twist 

(C)20. In sculpture _______ “modeling” denotes a way of shaping clay, wax, or other pliable materials. 
(A) to the term   (B) is termed   (C) the term   (D) to term 

(B)21. The capacity for flight _______ insects from the other invertebrates. 
(A) to distinguish   (B) distinguishes   (C) which distinguishes   (D) distinguishing 

(D)22. Although pecans are most plentiful in the southeastern part of the United States, they are found  
_______ Ohio and Illinois. 
(A) far north   (B) north as far   (C) farthest north   (D) as far north as 

(B)23. _______ of caffeine can result in restlessness, insomnia, and even delirium. 
(A) Consuming in excess (B) Excessive consumption 
(C) To consume excessively (D) The consumption excessive 

(B)24. Considered one of the leading poets in America today, _______. 
(A) a number of books and plays have also been written by Sonia Sanchez 
(B) Sonia Sanchez has also written a number of books and plays 
(C) a number of Sonia Sanchez’ books and play have been written 
(D) there have been a number of books and plays written by Sonia Sanchez 

(B)25. Variables such as individual and corporate behavior         nearly impossible for economists to 
forecast economic trends with precision. 
(A) make   (B) make it   (C) it makes   (D) makes it 

(C)26.         by transferring the blame to other is often called scapegoating. 
(A) Eliminate problems (B) The eliminated problems 
(C) Eliminating problems (D) Problems are eliminated 

(C)27. Quasars         emitting extremely intense radio waves and visible radiation. 
(A) starlike objects are (B) starlike, they are objects 
(C) are starlike objects (D) are they starlike objects 

(C)28. The typical Georgian-style house is rectangular in shape, at less two stories high, and designed around  
A                          B              C       D 

a central stairway. 
(A)29. Sea turtles date back 100 million year and are the only ancient sea reptiles to survive to the present  

A               B                  C          D 
day. 

(A)30. At a first, the scientific method may appear to be a narrow and restrictive way of gaining  
A                B                    C                   D 

understanding. 
(D)31. Since prehistoric times, artists have portrayed subjects that representative their cultures. 

A           B                 C            D 
(D)32. How many people realize that agriculture is a source of raw materials for clothing and to shelter? 

A                    B          C                    D 
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(B)33. Mammals lose body heat to them environment in cold weather more quickly than in hot weather. 
A             B                C               D 

(C)34. Mahogany is often considered the finest cabinet wood because they has most of the qualities    
A                      B          C 

desired for furniture making. 
D 

(B)35. The situation comedy has proved to a remarkably durable commercial television format. 
A        B                      C        D 

(A)36. Calcium, the most abundantly mineral in the body, works with phosphorus in maintaining bones and  
A               B         C                   D 

teeth. 
(A)37. Soil science begun with the formulation o hef t  theory of humus in 1809. 

A   B         C      D 
(C)38. Scholars tend to cite 1831 as the started of the United States abolitionist movement. 

A         B              C                                D  
(B)39. Mary McDowell shared Jane Addam’s interest in social work also was a loyal supporter of the League  

A               B     C        D 
of Nations. 

(B)40. In adolescence, a young person may experience some stress emotional due to conflicting and  
A                                          B 

confusing social demands. 
C           D 

(D)41. Situated in the heart of a grain-farming and livestock-raising region, Abilene, Kansas, is a prosperous  
A                                               B                        C 

trading and distribute center. 
D 

(B)42. A hologram is a pattern usually made on film in that can create a tree-dimensional image of a scene. 
                      A              B         C                   D  

(B)43. The general sales tax has been a major source of income for state governments, much of which derive  
                          A                                            B 

more than half of their budgets from it. 
         C                D 

(A)44. Principal known for his dictionary, Noah Webster was lso a  the first epidemiologist in the United  
         A             B     C                    D 

States. 
(C)45. Liquid lubricants contrast widely in weighing, thickness, and boiling point. 

                 A     B        C                 D  
(A)46. Interest with major social events led to a period of growth in journalism after 1945. 

        A                   B               C              D 
(D)47. Saint Elmo’s fire is a luminous blue discharge of electricity sometimes seen when a thunderstorm. 

                          A          B             C         D 
(B)48. Almanacs in simple from have been known from the invention of writing. 

             A                      B        C        D 
(D)49. If laid out in a straight line, the human digestive tract would measure approximately thirty         
      A   B                                           C 

foot in length. 
     D 
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(D)50. The relationship of Latin American music to Black music in the United States is clearly evident in the  
            A                                                               B 

unaccented beats that are common to either. 
                  C            D 

(B)51. Today it is generally recognized as the primary function of the Federal Reserve System is to foster the  
        A                       B 

flow of credit and money that will eventually facilitate a balance in international payments. 
             C                         D   

(B)52. Pure flint is too hard and even-grained that it chips in smooth curved flakes. 
 A        B                       C          D   

(B)53. The doctor instructed the child’s parents to be alert of any bleeding from the stitches. 
(A) ignorant   (B) watchful   (C) relaxed   (D) expectant 

(D)54. This television program is a presentation of the chronological development of lasers. 
(A) scientific   (B) experimental   (C) creative   (D) historical 

(B)55. If the flavor of the curry is too strong, you can dilute it by adding more coconut milk. 
(A) build it up   (B) water it down   (C) make it thick   (D) do it right  

(C)56. The light emitted from this lamp is not enough to read by. 
      (A) pulled back   (B) driven on   (C) given off   (D) made more 
(B)57. Fiscal difficulties have forced the company to reduce business. 

(A) personnel   (B) financial   (C) structural   (D) management 
(A)58. Each trade has its own special implements designed for the trade’s special requirements. 

(A) tools   (B) measurements   (C) people   (D) education 
(D)59. For literature class, we have to read twelve poems from this poetry anthology. 

(A) novel   (B) epic   (C) genre   (D) collection 
(C)60. The lawyer finally refuted the man’s claim of innocence. 

(A) believed   (B) enforced   (C) disproved   (D) cautioned  
(A)61. Anna was afraid the old woman’s prophecy about her having a car accident would come true. 

(A) prediction   (B) information   (C) dream   (D) idea 
(A)62. Grandmother loves to squeeze the baby’s chubby cheeks. 

(A) plump   (B) gaunt   (C) long   (D) red 
(B)63. Stan was a specious man, acting friendly to his boss, but really plotting behind his bank. 

(A) encouraging   (B) deceptive   (C) artistic   (D) enthusiastic 
(C)64. Friction between the two brothers at the party made us all feel uncomfortable. 

(A) drunkenness   (B) ambiguity   (C) animosity   (D) friendship 
(D)65. After chemical pollutants had been dumped into the river, the water became opaque. 

(A) odorous   (B) light   (C) warm   (D) dull 
(A)66. Paul’s obnoxious behavior towards the teacher showed his effrontery in the face of authority. 

(A) impudence   (B) timidity   (C) regularity   (D) misunderstanding 
(B)67. You should diversify your experiences in life. 

(A) eliminate   (B) vary   (C) fortify   (D) establish 
(A)68. Mr. Smith is a veteran of the stage, having spent the past forty years acting in the theater. 

(A) old hand   (B) top hat   (C) new kid   (D) fine time 
(D)69. The young man finally came to realize the gravity of his crime. 

(A) mercifulness   (B) indifference   (C) secrecy   (D) seriousness 
(A)70. The young child seemed to be hypnotized by the program on the television. 

(A) mesmerized   (B) bored   (C) excited   (D) annoyed 
(B)71. Philosophers enjoy meditating on problems that seem to have no answers. 

(A) talking   (B) musing   (C) forgetting   (D) writing 
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(C)72. It was a long struggle for her to overcome the nadir of her abusive childhood. 
(A) period   (B) climax   (C) depths   (D) memory 

(B)73. The new theater company made its premiere with a performance of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 
(A) finale   (B) debut   (C) review   (D) acting 

(B)74. Wanda is a vivacious woman who enjoys outdoor activities. 
(A) reserved   (B) animated   (C) intelligent   (D) important 

(D)75. Shakespeare’s plays are full of soliloquies which reveal characters’ thoughts. 
(A) performances   (B) rehearsals   (C) verses   (D) monologues 

(B)76. Sweat was trickling down the athlete’s face after the race. 
(A) floating   (B) dripping   (C) swelling   (D) rising 

(A)77. The regal giant redwood tree forests in California have impressed millions of visitors. 
(A) majestic   (B) minute   (C) unique   (D) ancient 

(D)78. The two people arguing in the hallway are shouting acrid remarks at each other. 
(A) destructive   (B) nominal   (C) loud   (D) caustic 

(A)79. When the musical festival opened, a deluge of fans rushed to the stage where the musicians would 
perform. 
(A) flood   (B) trickle   (C) breeze   (D) smattering 

(C)80. Not a crumb of cake had been left over from Tom’s birthday party. 
(A) smell   (B) recipe   (C) bit  (D) sound 

(C)81. What is your hypothesis as to how the prisoner escaped? 
(A) appetite   (B) assurance   (C) conjecture   (D) wish 

(A)82. The government has pledged to give more money to centers for drug rehabilitation. 
(A) recovery   (B) analysis   (C) prosecution   (D) intervention  

(B)83. If students score highly on an achievement test, it will exempt them from beginners level English. 
(A) require   (B) excuse   (C) evaluate   (D) monitor 

(D)84. The superiority of Japanese and European trains to American trains is obvious. 
(A) equality   (B) familiarity   (C) independence   (D) supremacy 

(A)85. He was not shot, but the bullet did graze his arm. 
(A) abrade   (B) near   (C) leave   (D) break 

(A)86. This car’s engine gets optimal gas mileage when driving on the highway. 
(A) best   (B) normal   (C) unquestioned   (D) formal 

(A)87. The ability to swim is a prerequisite for learning to scuba dive. 
(A) requirement   (B) option   (C) nicety   (D) motion 

(C)88. The government tried to appease the revolutionary peasants by guaranteeing local elections. 
(A) oppose   (B) betray   (C) placate   (D) organize 

(A)89. Tattoos are often a kind of badge for Mafia members in Asia. 
      (A) insignia   (B) artform   (C) hindrance   (D) negotiation 
(D)90. Historians have long studied the demise of the Roman Empire. 
      (A) foundation   (B) structure   (C) history   (D) ending 
(B)91. To people of the ancient world, it seemed an irrefutable fact that the earth was flat. 

(A) superstitious   (B) undeniable   (C) reasonable   (D) uninteresting  
(C)92. Don is working two jobs to secure enough money to study abroad. 

(A) find   (B) spend   (C) acquire   (D) modify 
(A)93. The large soda manufacturer’s monopoly of the market kept other soft drink companies from forming. 

(A) exclusive possession (B) immediate attention 
(C) conclusive suggestion (D) nominal devotion 

(A)94. Huge buildings crumbled from the force of the earthquake. 
(A) collapsed   (B) swayed   (C) jittered   (D) exploded 
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(A)95. The children were exhausted but happy after their frolic in the ocean surf. 
(A) fun and games   (B) trials and tribulations   (C) ups and downs   (D) hits and misses 

(C)96. Content people often understand the importance of balancing the secular and the spiritual aspects in 
their lives. 
(A) heavenly   (B) scientific   (C) earthly   (D) busy 

(A)97. The automobile industry is hoping a bilateral trade agreement can be reached between Japan and the 
United States. 
(A) two-sided   (B) one-party   (C) multifaceted   (D) polyglot 

(B)98. When spring comes, the frozen mountain streams slowly begin to thaw. 
(A) solidify   (B) melt   (C) flood   (D) evaporate 

(C)99. This artist’s juxtaposition of dark colors and light colors in his paintings creates an interesting effect. 
(A) omission   (B) restriction   (C) adjacency   (D) interdependency 

(B)100. Farmers support that politician because of his allegiance to farmer’s group and support of agricultural 
issues. 
(A) curiosity   (B) loyalty   (C) investment   (D) understanding 

(B)101. Protesters held a vociferous rally in front of the power company to protest against an increase in 
electricity rates. 
(A) delicate   (B) clamorous   (C) nominal   (D) unplanned 

(A)102. There are several nice parks in the vicinity of the university. 
(A) neighborhood   (B) union   (C) presence   (D) inside 
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